691 Grow Your Own Vegetables

1. Read and understand the project book.

2. Complete all sections, areas, and recommended activities and experiments. Answer all questions within each area.

3. Grow a minimum of four (4) different vegetable varieties.

4. Neatly create an educational exhibit, 14"W x 22"H poster, or scrapbook with a series of pictures of your garden. Your name and club name need to be visible on the front of the display.

5. Bring to Interview Judging:
   b. Be able to discuss any information from the project book.
   c. Bring four (4) different kinds of vegetables or four (4) different kinds of blooms.
   d. Educational exhibit, poster, or scrapbook.
   e. Know the 4-H Pledge, 4-H Motto, and 4-H Colors.

6. Exhibit at the fair:
   a. The educational exhibit, poster, or scrapbook from Interview Judging. The scrapbook needs to be opened to a page showing parts of your project. (Project book does not qualify as an exhibit.)
   b. No real food is permitted to be displayed in the fair booth!
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